Passau

Veste Oberhaus

Passau’s Altstadt with the Danube,
front, and the Inn in the background.

Passau
The small city on the Austrian
border is where the rivers
Danube, Inn and Ilz meet at one of
Germany’s legendary locations.
The rest is history.

Like the rivers, German, Austrian, Italian and
even some Czech influences meet in Passau. An
ancient regional salt trade supplied Bohemia
as well as Bavaria. Batavis or Passavium,
early forms of the city name, referred to the
barbarian Batavian troops stationed here in one
of three forts built by the Romans. St Severin
established a monastery in the 5th century and
in the 8th century St Boniface founded what
became the largest diocese of the Holy Roman
empire, stretching along the Danube/Donau
into Hungary. Its reach – and that of its bishops
– into central Europe was thus extensive.
The city has benefited over almost 2000
years from Roman, German, Austrian, Italian,
Bohemian and even Hungarian connections,
many carried there on the waters of the rivers
and most still obvious now. An Italian feel
is part of the charm of the old town and the
university’s influence is strong.
Passau’s position at the river junction –
and between the power centres of Bavaria,
Bohemia and Austria – made the city an
important distribution port in the salt trade that
delivered much of its wealth. From Austrian
mines, the salt arrived by barge for marketing
in Passau or transshipment. Salt was also
used to produce ceramics and harden steel
– industries that would become important
to Passau – and local salt merchants and the
bishops prospered for centuries. This wealth
helped establish the power base of Passau’s
prince-bishops (as they were from early in the
13th century) and helped finance a castle, a
cathedral and palaces, even the bishops’ own
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RAVEN QUICK GUIDE
Tourist information & accommodation service: Rathausplatz 2 (tel 0851-396610, M-Su
10-17); Bahnhofstraße 28 (Easter-Sep M-F 9-12.15, 12.45-17, Sa-Su 10.30-15.30,
Oct-Easter M-Th 9-12.15, 12.45-17, F 9-12.15, 12.45-16, Sa 10.30-15.30), email
tourist-info@passau.de.
Money: VR-Bank, Ludwigsplatz 1 (M-W & F 8.30-16.15, Th 8.30-17); Sparkasse,
Nikolastraße 1 (M-Tu & Th-F 9.30-16, W 9.30-13); Commerzbank, Bahnhofstraße 22 (M
& W 9-13, 14-16, Tu & Th 9-13, 14-18, F 9-14); Postbank Finanzcenter, Bahnhofstraße 24
(M-F 9-18, Sa 9-14).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof, platform 1; Donau-Schiffs-Reise-Center Eckerl, Kastnergasse 1
(M-Su 8-12, 13-17, €2 per day).
Transit information: VBP, Zentraler Omnibus Bahnhof, Dr-Hans-Kapfinger-Straße (tel
0851-560412, M-Th 7.30-11.45, 12.30-16, F 7.30-11.45, 12.30-14).
Post: Bahnhofstraße 24 (M-F 9-18, Sa 9-14).
Internet: Café & Tagesbar Minoo, Große Messergasse 2 (M-Sa 9-18, Su 10-18); KraftWerk,
Kirchenplatz 3 (M-Sa 10-19, Su 13-18).
Laundry: Waschsalon Waschtreff, Neuburger Straße 19 (M-Sa 7-22, Su 9-20); Innstadt
Waschsalon, Kapuzinerstraße 2 (M-Su 7-23).
Police: tel 110; Nibelungstraße 17 (tel 0851-95110).
Pharmacy: Bahnhof-Apotheke-Passau, Bahnhofstraße 17 (M-F 8-18, Sa 9-18);
Hofapotheke zum Schwarzen Adler, Residenzplatz 12 (M-F 8-18, Sa 8-12); Engel-Apotheke,
Bahnhofstraße 10 (M-F 8-18, Sa 9-16).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Klinikum Passau, Innstraße 76 (tel 0851-53000).
opera house, although the principality stayed
tiny.
Habsburg imperial rule in Bohemia from
the early 16th century undercut the Passau salt
trade there with heavy tolls and salt import via
Passau was banned almost two centuries later.
The city plays a role in the 12th or 13th
century verse epic Das Nibelungenlied, a
version of the ancient Nibelung tale combining
fragments of history, mythology and legend
and likely compiled for the Passau bishop
Wolfger.
Also acquiring legendary status were the
Wolfsklingen swords forged locally from at

least the 13th century using Styrian steel and
stamped with a running Passau wolf inlaid with
brass. The wolf stamp came to be considered
like a charm. The city became known for
manufacturing high-quality porcelain, musical
instruments and bells.
Passau became a centre for theological
studies in the 17th century. Much of its
Baroque splendour comes from reconstruction
work after the ravages of a 1662 town fire and
another in 1680. After the arrival of Napoleon
early in the 19th century ended the temporal
power of the bishops, Passau became part of
Bavaria.
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The Dom St Stephan at Domplatz
(Apr-Oct M-Su 6.30-19.00, Nov-Mar
M-Su 6.30-18.00) is a Gothic cathedral
transformed after a 17th century fire to
Italian Baroque on a grand scale by the
plans of Prague resident Carlo Lurago
and the Italian architect Paolo d’Aglio.
But the cathedral of regional rival Salzburg was the model. The dome was a late
Romanesque addition but the transept
returns some of the original Gothic.
The cathedral today is one of the most
dazzling ensembles of exterior design,
ceiling frescoes and stucco in Germany.
The opulent stucco work is by Giovanni
Battista Carlone and ceiling frescoes by
Carpoforo Tencalla feature the stoning of
St Stephan. The 20th century high altar
continues the theme. Much restoration
has been carried out over the past two
deacdes. The organ, the world’s largest
cathedral organ (until the mid-1990s the
world’s largest organ), has almost 18,000 pipes. Half-hour organ concerts (May-Oct or
Christmas-New Year’s Eve, M-Sa 12-12.30, holidays closed, €5/2, children under 10 free)
are a highlight (ticket office opens daily 10-12). But connoisseurs might prefer the onehour Thursday evening performances (May-Oct Th 19.30, €10/5, tickets from 18.30).
The late Baroque and Neoclassical bishops’ palace
Neue Residenz (1730) at Residenzplatz shows the
influence of Vienna architecture and is credited to
Domenico d’Angeli and Vienna’s Antonio Beduzzi. The
roof balustrades and balconies are later 18th century
additions. Also later is the ornate Rococo staircase with
stucco decoration by Johann Baptist Modler putting it
among Germany’s finest. A ceiling fresco by Johann
Georg Unruhe has the theme of the gods of Olympus
protecting Passau and the cherubs were shaped by the
Passau sculptor Joseph Bergler the elder. The staircase
is accessible through the west door and can be used to
reach the cathedral treasury (also accessible through the
cathedral). Outside on Residenzplatz is the Wittelsbacher Brunn, also after the Baroque style but actually early
20th century, with three angels representing Passau’s rivers. The connected Alte Residenz
goes back to the 12th century and had several rebuilding phases and much redecoration.
The late 17th century city parish church Stadtpfarrkirche
St Paul stands raised an old site occupied by churches since
the mid-11th century at the old town wall, earlier the site of the
Roman north wall. The present Baroque church is a rebuilding
after the 1662 fire by Carlo Antonio Carlone. The saint is
sculpted above the portal and shown at his beheading on the
painting on the high altar. The tall side altars are features. The
shorter spire and tower is a 20th century replacement of the
original. The old town gate is now an arched tunnel known as
Paulusbogen beneath the north flank of the church.
The Venetian Gothic Altes Rathaus goes back to at least the
late 13th century, although the present tower, part of alterations since the 1622 fire, is Neogothic. On the Rathausplatz
facade are historicist 20th century paintings of the Bavarian
Holy Roman emperor Ludwig IV (centre) with standard-bearers of the electorates of Bavaria, Cologne, Trier and Saxony,
as well as the Danube’s historical flood markers indicates the
many deluges the city has survived – the latest in 2013. The
vaulted great assembly hall Großer Rathaussaal and small
hall were stuccoed by Carlone in the 17th century. In the 19th
century local artist Ferdinand Wagner painted the ceilings
with ceilings with a scene from the 1676 Passau wedding
of the emperor Leopold I and the Nibelung episode of the
protagonist Kriemhild entering Passau. Großer Rathaussaal
(Apr-early Jan Su-Th 10-15, €2/1.50) is also part of the German city tour but it or the smaller hall are often closed for functions. The tower glockenspiel sounds daily at 10.30, 14.00 and 19.25 with an extra Saturday carillion at 15.30. The
Roman boat harbour, was on the Danube side of the old town west of today’s Römerplatz.
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Altstadt
The remodelled city centre has not
overshadowed the charm of the old town,
which near the confluence at Dreiflüsse-Eck
narrows into a network of archways, stairways
and cobbled lanes with a distinctly Italian
feel and well worth exploration. Baroque
is the dominant style there and along the
walled promenade on the Inn’s north bank.
The narrow Höllgasse starts at the Untere
Donaulände boat landings and runs parallel
with the Danube through to Rathausplatz
with its galleries, boutiques and gift shops.
It is crossed by the steep Pfaffengasse, itself
spanned by a connecting archway with a giant
St Christopher painting. Innbrückgasse enters
vaulted archways underneath the bishops’
palace complex.
Signs of Catholic piety are everywhere.
The St-Michaels-Kirche (or Studienkirche)
and the adjacent former Jesuit college are
above the Inn river bank on Schwabgäßchen
and, on nearby Jesuitengasse, the abbey
church of the ancient Kloster Niedernburg.
The path along the Innkai to Dreiflüsse-Eck,
below the palace complex, makes an ideal
summer evening stroll.
Innstadt
On the Inn’s south bank are several attractions
in an ideal area for walking. The oldest are the
footings of the Roman fort on Lederergasse (see
the Boiotro entry) and remnants of medieval
wall along Jahnstraße, where gateways
reveal a second wall line with towers. The
late medieval gate Severintor is nearby on Am
Severintor and the Severinkirche at the south
end of the Fünferlsteg footbridge marks the
site of St Severin’s 5th century basilica. The
pilgrimage church Mariahilfkirche and its
monastery are above Kapuzinerplatz at the top
of the Mariahilfstiege steps.
Ilzstadt
Another pleasant spring or summer evening
walk is through the narrow Ilz valley north
of the old town. Cross the Danube bridge
Luitpoldbrücke, walk under the fortifications
connecting Veste Niederhaus to Veste
Oberhaus and cross the Ilz just north of the
Danube confluence. Follow Obernzeller
Straße past the historic St Salvator church on
the opposite bank, then Freyunger Straße, then
Strömlänge snaking north on the east bank of
the Ilz through a village streetscape. A walk
of just over 2km north brings the spa and
pearling village of Hals and its medieval castle
ruin above into sight. At Hals, cross the bridge
to Marktplatz (there is a niched pillory above
the ground floor on the corner of the Rathaus,
next to the tower), from which Bräuhausgasse,
Grafenleite and Halser Straße lead back along
the Ilz’s green west bank to the Danube below
Veste Oberhaus.
Information
The main office of Passau Tourismus and its
accommodation service is centrally located
at Rathausplatz 2 by the town hall, although
a branch office is near the Hauptbahnhof at
Bahnhofstraße 28. At the slow-loading
website tourism.passau.de is lots of detail –
at the faster www.passau.de/Tourismus.aspx
the English tab is at top right. A free PDF
sightseeing brochure is downloadable.
Bücher Pustet (M-Sa 9-19) at Nibel
ungenplatz 1 has an excellent map selection

but most guidebooks are in German. A Thalia
Bücher store (M-Sa 9.30-20) is on the upper
level at the west end of the Stadtgalerie
complex.
The Sauer Verlag & Design colour book
Passau City Guide is available at €6.

The street network lends
the Altstadt an almost
Mediterranean character.
Höllgasse, left, and lanes
such as Hirschwirtsgaßl
and the arches and steps
east of Domplatz betray
secrets of the past.
The Benedictine abbey Kloster Niedernburg has a
special place in Passau history going back to the 8th
century. It spent more than a century ruled directly
by Holy Roman emperors and was the base of the
Passau bishops). It is speculated that the Nibelungenlied poet had a special relationship with the abbey.
Its 12th century largely Romanesque basilica church
Klosterkirche zum Heiligen Kreuz in Jesuitengasse is on the site of a Carolingian predecessor and
the resting place of the blessed Gisela, queen of the
Hungarian king and saint Stephen I and sister of the
emperor Heinrich II. Gisela entered the convent after
her husband’s death and was abbess when she died in
the 1060s. Most of her remains (bones of the couple
were reunited in Hungary in 1996) lie on the south
side of the church, now a pilgrimage site, especially
for Hungarians. The abbey was later taken over by
the sisterhood founded by the unconventional English nun Mary Ward and now known as
Congregatio Jesu. See also Fresken-Museum Niedernburg in the Museums section.
The 13th century tower Schaiblingsturm, a remnant
of the city’s defensive walls that marks the former
salt harbour, is on the Innkai on the south side of the
old town. Salt arrived more efficiently by boat along
the Inn from Reichenall and Salzburg (and later
Hallein) in Austria for marketing in Passau or distribution down the Danube, or to Bohemia, usually via
the mule pathways known as “golden trails”, by raft
or by horse and cart. The conical-roofed, three-storey
tower shielded inland shipping from waves but also
was used for storage of salt and as a powder magazine. Today the tower is used by the Leopoldinum
theological college.
Because of its religious scholars and its historical reach, Passau became a centre for theological studies and the Jesuits, who were invited
to the city in 1611, established a college and
church that burned in the destructive 1662
city fire. The Italian Baroque Studienkirche
St Michael and a seminary were erected in
their place. The church’s interior stucco, by
Giovanni Battista Carlone, high altar and pulpit are ornate but the original exterior design
was simplified out of the bishop’s concern that
it not compete with the cathedral. Catholic
theology is now studied in the Leopoldinum as
a faculty of Passau’s university.

Transport
Fast trains run between Regensburg and Passau
(several times daily, just over one hour). ICE
services between Frankfurt and Vienna/Wien,
via Nuremberg and Linz, also stop in Passau.
Passengers to and from Regensburg can pick
up services to or from Munich or Plattling,
connecting through Agilis regional trains
running several times daily between Neumarkt
in der Oberpfalz (or Regensburg) and Platt
ling. The Deutsche Bahn Reisezentrum (M-F
6.30-17.50, Sa 8-15.30, Su 9-14.30) at the
Hauptbahnhof can help with connections
information and ticket machines are available
when the office is closed. For district transport
information, visit VLP’s Mobilitätszentrale
(M-F 8-17) at Bahnhofstraße 30 or www.vlppassau.de.
Four times a day (late July-Sep Sa-Su) the
Ilztalbahn rail service (ilztalbahn.eu), using
bus connections) offers ways into the national
park areas of the Bavarian forest (change at
Freyung for bus 605) and to Český Krumlov/
Krumau and České Budějovice/Budweis in
the Czech Republic (change at Waldkirchen
for bus 606 to join Czech trains at the border
at Nové Údolí). Tickets (cash only) are sold
on the train.
FlixBus long-distance buses run direct
services between Passau and Linz (Mondays
and Saturdays, 85 minutes) and Vienna/Wien
(daily, 3½ hours), Salzburg (Saturdays, 2¼
hours), Regensburg (daily, 105 minutes),
Nuremberg/Nürnberg (daily, three hours,
with additional twice-weekly night links),
Würzburg (daily, 4¾ hours with added
weekend night links) and Frankfurt (5¾ to 6½
hours). Prague direct connections (Fridays,
Saturdays and Sundays) take just over
four hours. Other days, night connections
demand a change in Regensburg. Buses stop
at Bahnhofstraße near the tourist office.
The Bulgarian line Union Ivkoni (book
at www.citylines.eu) offers inexpensive
overnight Passau-Vienna (four hours) and
Passau-Linz (1¾ hours) links departing
Bahnhofstraße just before midnight Mondays.
Departures from Vienna are at 4.00 Sundays.
Eurolines services to and from Passau
include links with Nuremberg/Nürnberg and
Regensburg and a wide range of destinations
in Romania and Bulgaria.
VLP regional buses run in surrounding
districts including the Bavarian forest and
along the Danube. The VLP information
office (M-F 8-17) is at Bahnhofstraße 30. For
exploring the Bavarian forest, the BayerwaldTicket (www.bayerwald-ticket.com) could
offer value at €9 per day (including children
under 15) or €12 a day for connections into
ticket areas (families €24) including the
Ilztalbahn, available on buses and trains.
Danube cruise boats (see Cruises) are the
leisurely alternatives in both directions.
Cyclists find in Passau the hub of several
bicycle paths. The German portion of the
Donauradweg from Donaueschingen joins the
Austrian portion at the border, continuing via
Linz to Vienna. The Inntalradweg follows the
Inn valley to Innsbruck in Austria, continuing
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The black waters of the Ilz, front, and the green-grey Inn,
rear, merge with the usually blue Danube.

Veste Oberhaus (mid Mar-mid Nov, M-F 9-17, Sa-Su
10-18, €5/4, families €10) at Veste Oberhaus 125 is a 13th
century Gothic castle on the Georgsberg high above the
Danube and overlooking the old town, is the former fortress
of the Passau prince-bishops and later a military prison.
As was often the case with ruling bishops, they had to take
refuge there against rebellious townspeople at least twice.
Apart from the spectacular view, there is the excellent
OberhausMuseum Passau, pulling together the themes of the
city’s complex history including the importance of the salt
trade, medieval life and craft guilds, a historical pharmacy,
firefighting museum and porcelain with the help of multimedia exhibits. The St Georg chapel with its vault paintings
– older than the castle – is a highlight. The main entry gate,
Ravelintor (c1700) gives access to a Baroque courtyard,
but further in are buildings of Renaissance or late medieval
date and the Schachnerbau (dated 1499 in Gothic characters),
with its knights’ hall, belongs to this era. The east battery
gives the best view of the river confluence. The shuttle bus
from Rathausplatz (see Views) is worth the fare and visitors
can opt for the stroll down. The city’s youth hostel is also
part of the complex. The Veste Niederhaus fort at the river
junction below, though connected by battlements, is closed
to the public and the best view of it is from a river ferry – a
45-minute cruise around the old town is ideal for this – or
Dreiflüsse Eck.
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to the pass at Maloja beyond St Moritz in
Switzerland. The Donau-Ilz-Radweg connects
Passau with Freyung to the north through the
Bavarian forest.
Other routes lead to Salzburg, Neumarkt in
der Oberpfalz and Bad Gögging on the Danube
between Regensburg and Ingolstadt (called the
Via Danubia or Römerradweg).
City transit: Local buses also converge on
the Zentraler Omnibusbahnhof (ZOB). The
VBP local transit information office there (see
Quick Guide) is open to 17.45 on the first and
last working days each month. For routes and
fares, visit vbp.stadtwerke-passau.de.
Passau has extensive pedestrian zones
and the only buses likely to appeal are the
Oberhausbus castle shuttle (running mid Marearly Jan at 30-minute intervals from Altes
Rathaus), the City-Bus (at 15-minute intervals
and linking the Hauptbahnhof, ZOB, Domplatz
and Römerplatz), buses 3 and 4 (serving the
Innstadt) or bus K1 to Mariahilfberg. The VBP
bus network, including the shuttle, is covered
by PassauRegioCard (see below) or BayernTicket. Single-trip tickets (€2/1.30) last 90
minutes and allow changes of bus (except
for the castle shuttle) but strip tickets for
eight journeys (€10/6.50, to be validated on
board) and day tickets (€5, families €6.50) are
considerably cheaper. Tickets can be bought
from bus drivers.
The City-Bus (M-Sa 7.30-18.30, the
€1 single-trip ticket is exclusive) shuttles
between the Hauptbahnhof and Römerplatz
at the end of Prinzregent-Leopold-Brücke via
Rathausplatz and the ZOB. Motorists with a
short-term parking pass at the Hauptbahnhof
Parkhaus can use this as a City-Bus ticket.
Bus route numbers preceded by a K are
for smaller vehicles. A contracted evening bus
service runs nine routes from the ZOB (M-Su
21-23.30) to connect outer areas.
Six night express buses run Saturday and
Sunday mornings at 0.30 from the ZOB.
There are several bike hire options.
Fahrradladen-Passau (tel 0851-72226, AprSep M-F 8-18, Sa 8-13, Oct-Mar M-F 10-18,
www.fahrradladen-passau.de) at Wittgasse 9
has bicycles at €15 per day, €14 per day for
four days and €13 per day for a week. Rent
a Bike, Bahnhofstraße 29 (tel 0851-9662570,
Th-Tu 9-12, 15-18, www.fahrradverleihbahnhof-passau.de) offers bikes at €15 for
one day, €14 a day for two days, €13 a day
up to five days and up to eight days at €12 a
day. E-bikes cost €25 a day. It is part of the
Rent A Bike network, offering a pick-up and
drop-off scheme along the Danube to Vienna.
Fahrrad-Klinik Passau at Bräugasse 10 (tel
0851-33411, M-F 9-12 & 13-18, Sa 9-12,
fahrradklinik-passau.de) has standard bikes at
€15 per day up to four days, €14 per day for
five days and €10 per day for more (double
rate for e-bikes).
PassauRegioCard
From April to October, cards for one, two or
three days (€16.50/14, €26/195 or €31/23) or
up to 14 days (€52/38) are available at tourist
information offices and many accommodation
houses. The card confers free tours of the
three rivers (see Cruises), VLP regional bus
travel (including Passau-Plattling, PassauDeggendorf and Passau-Waldkirchen buses
plus services into the Bavarian Forest), travel
on Passau city buses, free museum entry
(including OberhausMuseum and the shuttle

bus) and entry to cathedral organ concerts.
Discounts or specials on shopping and
attractions in the Passau region, including in
Austria, the Bavarian Forest and spa centres,
are covered. Search PassauRegioCard and use
the browser translation.

Cross the Fünferlsteg footbridge from
the city centre and on the right is the last
Romanesque-Gothic cemetery church of
St Severin (Mar-Oct 7-18, Apr & Sep
7-19, May-Aug 7-20, Nov-Feb 7-17). The
saint was the 5th century founder of a
small prayer cell for monks in the precinct.
Many late-medieval gravestones are set
in the walls. A grave monument naming
Faustian, an Illyrian Customs officer, today
forms part of a baptismal font close to the
southern church entrance, showing the
importance of trade was growing in the
Roman period.
In the Innstadt remains of Passau’s medieval walls line the Lederergasse-Jahnstraße
precinct. Walk through the stone gate
Severinstor into Jahnstraße and the line of
walls and towers
stretches east.
On Lindental
a substantial
tower, now
incorporated into
a residence, can
be viewed. Take
buses 3 or 4 to
Jahnstraße.
Roman frontier fortresses stood
on the border of the Raetia and
Noricum provinces from the 1st
to 5th centuries. Two Roman
quadrangular forts, one an early
Customs station, were built on
the spit now occupied by the old
town, exploiting the Danube river
trade. A third, larger quadrangular
fort was south of Ludwigsplatz.
Yet another, rectangular, fort was
built in today’s Innstadt on the
south bank of the Inn, displacing the local Celtic settlement
Boiodurum. But this was attacked
by Germanic tribes and the Romans were forced to build the oddly pentagonal, fortified
camp Boiotro, now the site of RömerMuseum Kastell Boiotro (see Museums) and partly
reconstructed remains. Two 3D scopes in the garden reconstruct how the fort would have
looked in antiquity. Take buses 3 or 4 to Jahnstraße.
On the hill above the main Inn bridge is
the monastery and pilgrimage church of
Mariahilf with more than 300 pilgrim
steps leading up from Schmiedegasse at
Kapuzinerplatz. The church became a
famous pilgrimage centre after the emperor
Leopold I prayed there with success for
victory over the Ottomans in 1683. The
passage of more than 300 steps leads to the
monastery courtyard and its cross stations
are from the 19th century but 17th century
monastery buildings remain. At the altar
a copy of Lucas Cranach the elder’s Mary
with Christ child (c1540) stands in place
of the original that was once in the church.
There are also wooden votive panels painted with scenes of miracles and prayers answered. Capuchin monks took over care of
the church. The passage and cross stations
are used by pilgrims and a less intrusive alternative route up is the second set of steps
from Innstadtkellerweg (the first is closed).
Take bus K1 (hourly) to Mozartstraße or
buses 3 or 4 to Jahnstraße and climb.

Tours
One-hour city sightseeing tours with English
commentary (€7, M-Sa 10.30 & 14.30, Su
14.30, (tel 0851-989000220) start at the
cathedral main portal (five members minimum
to start). When available, 45-minute cathedral
tours (€5) meet in the inner courtyard. Guided
evening strolls (May-Oct F 18.00, minimum
two, booking necessary on tel 0851-20986068)
of the Altstadt at €13 per person include a
drink and meet at Stadtpfarrkirche St Paul.
Cruises
Donauschifffahrt Wurm+Noé (Höllgasse 26,
tel 0851-929292, email info@donauschifffahrt.
eu, www.donauschifffahrt.eu) runs 45-minute
Dreiflüsse Stadtrundfahrt cruises taking in
the three rivers and giving a picture of the
city from the water. They depart half-hourly
from landing A11 opposite Rathausplatz (early
Mar-early Nov M-Su 10-16.30, €9.50/4.80,
children under 5 free).
Other Wurm+Noé high-season cruises into
Austria land at Linz (late Apr-early Oct Th-Su,
€29/14.50). The Linz cruise has a €31/15.50
day return fare with a €39/19.50 bus or train
return option and links with services to Vienna.
Inn excursions (Apr-Sep W & Sa 13.30, Su
11, €13/7) in a traditional-style salt merchant’s
wooden barge (Plätte) last 105 minutes but
cruise from Innlände at Neuhaus am Inn to the
south (www.innschiff.de, tel 0170-5308777
to book). Take VLP bus 6106 from Passau to
Neuhaus Volksfestplatz.
Donau-Schiffs-Reise-Center Eckerl, Kast
nergasse 1 (M-Su 8-12, 13-17), books a range
of Danube cruises.
Views
The view from the Georgsberg above the
Danube, or the terraces of Veste Oberhaus
built on it (see the Veste Oberhaus entry), are
the best places to take in the city or the striking
contrasts of the blue, deeper Danube, green
Inn and black Ilz running together. Enjoy the
panorama – it’s one of Germany’s best. The
steep path Ludwigsteig (20 to 30 minutes),
which involves a good deal of effort, and can
become hazardous during winter weather and
access via the battlements closes at 17.00
daily. The Oberhauseleitenstiege, about 300m
east of the Schanzlbrücke Danube bridge,
comprises about 200 steps. The road route is
via Ferdinand-Wagner-Straße on the Ilz side.
The half-hourly Oberhausbus shuttle bus from
Rathausplatz (mid Mar-mid Nov M-F 10-17,
Sa-Su 10-18, €2, families €6.50, discount
eight-trip tickets available) or hourly bus K5
are the easiest options.
The small terrace beside the pilgrimage
church Mariahilfkirche, perched less than
a kilometre from the Austrian border, offers
another perspective on the old town with Veste
Oberhaus above (see Mariahilfkirche entry).
Ballooning: For a wider view of the
rivers and city – and a view into Austria –
by arrangement, consider balloon flights
(€190/150) with Dreiflüsse-Ballooning Passau,
Malerweg 2A (tel 0171-4728416, email info@
dreifluesseballooning.de,
www.dreifluesse-
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ballooning.de). MB Bayernhimmel Ballonfahrt, Ludwigsplatz 4, tel 08513-4600,
bayernhimmel.de flies from Veste Oberhaus
(€200/180) on 90-minute flights including
beer and a platter.
Parks & gardens
The most peaceful point in the city is usually
Dreiflüsse Eck, where a small greened spot
allows quiet contemplation of the place where
the rivers merge. The lack of other such areas
means there is sometimes activity, such as
children’s amusements, during summer.
Taking in the view of the whole city from
almost anywhere on the wooded Georgsberg
just below Veste Oberhaus is also a restful
experience.
Food
Restaurant Am Paulusbogen (tel 0851931060, M-Su 7-23) under the church vaults at
the east end of Rindermarkt includes grills and
a list of Balkan specialities under €20 and can
boast a terrace overlooking the Danube with
a view of the fortress above. Lunch specials
(W-F 11-14) are also offered.
The unassuming Ristorante Il Monastero
(tel 0851-75681361, M-Su 11-14.30, 17.3023.30) at Schrottgasse 5 offers a southern
Italian menu with fish and salads and most
courses in the €12-22 range. Dito’s Gustoria
(M-Sa 11-22) at Grabengasse 21 is a small
Italian cafe bistro with outdoor service and
inexpensive variety including pasta, pizza,
salads and daily specials that is popular locally.
Dean & David (M-Th 11-20, F-Su 11-21) hot
and cold salads, vegetarian and vegan dishes
and juices are at Heuwinkel 10.
Scharfrichterhaus, Milchstraße 2, (MSa 17-1) has budget to mid-priced dishes and
other attractions (see Meet & drink). Burg
Cafe in the courtyard at Veste Oberhaus (mid
Mar-mid Nov M-F 10-17) is handy for light
lunches as well as coffee breaks at the fortress.
Meet & drink
Rindermarkt is a centre for outdoor cafe
service daily. An English-speaking crowd
finds its way Fridays and Saturdays to the
Shamrock (Su-Th 19-1, F-Sa 19-2) Irish pub
at Roßtränke 5 for nightlife or live soccer
and Thursdays for bar trivia in English and
German with cash prizes. Completely different
is the political cabaret at the historic former
executioner’s house ScharfrichterHaus (MSa 17-1), Milchstraße 2, a restaurant, bar and
cafe with an original take on jazz and cinema
shows (tickets sometimes necessary, check
scharfrichter-haus.de).
Black Bean – The Coffee Company (M-F
7-20, Sa 8-20, Su 10-20) at Heuwinkel 3
offers tea, coffee and other beverages as well
as rolls, wraps, cakes and other snacks. Café
& Tagesbar Minoo (M-Sa 9-18, Su 10-18),
Große Messergasse 2, is a pleasant daytime
option offering breakfast, cakes and snacks
in gracious Altstadt surroundings. In Innstadt,
KraftWerk (M-Sa 10-19, Su 13-18) at
Kirchenplatz 3 has a full range of beverages
and homemade cakes.
Accommodation
To book accommodation including private
rooms online, visit the tourist website or
survey the lists and email requests to touristinfo@passau.de. The tourist offices (see Quick
Guide) will also handle requests. A range of

MUSEUMS & GALLERIES

For news on all Passau museums visit www.museen-in-passau.de.
The Oberhausmuseum Passau at Veste Oberhaus 125 (mid Mar-mid Nov, M-F 9-17,
Sa-Su 10-18, €5/4, families €10, children under 6 free) covers Passau’s history, including
the importance of the salt trade, medieval life and craft guilds, a historical pharmacy,
firefighting museum and porcelain collection. The shuttle bus from Rathausplatz makes for
an easier climb than the steep path. For a taste, visit www.oberhausmuseum.de.
Museum Moderner Kunst Wörlen (Tu-Su 10-18, €6/4, families €12, children under 6
free), in a historic Altstadt residence at Bräugasse 17, presents art of the 20th and 21st
centuries with an emphasis on regional artists (including the so-called Donauwald Group)
and collections of painting, drawing and sculpture.
The nearby free Fresken-Museum Niedernburg (M-Su 10-18) at Bräugasse 14
preserves the Romanesque vestibule of the 12th century Marienkirche, part of the Kloster
Niedernburg complex burned in Passau’s 17th century fires. The 800-year-old wall
paintings are displayed with a screen presentation.
Glasmuseum Passau (M-Su 9-17, €7/5, children under 6 free) in the Wilder Mann building
at Rathausplatz exhibits 30,000 items of glassware and glass art from the Baroque to
Modern periods.
The Domschatz and Diözesanmuseum (May-Oct M-Sa 10-16, holidays closed, €2/1,
families €2.50) at Domplatz 3, apart from the notable Carlone Baroque staircase, includes
the episcopal residence and frescoed library, Romanesque, Gothic and Baroque art,
episcopal history, cathedral treasury and pilgrimage history (enter from cathedral’s south
aisle).
Römermuseum Kastell Boiotro F-Su 10-16, €4/2) at Lederergasse in the Innstadt is
developed around the foundations of the 3rd century Roman camp, explaining Roman
frontier life and the local archaeology. The museum explains Roman frontier life, using
scale models and exhibits of local archaeology, and there are periodic exhibitions. Burials
were also near the site. A 26-point smartphone audioguide is available at www.museum.de/
de/audioguide/124/lang/EN. Take bus 3 or 4 to Jahnstraße.

Expressions of piety are are a key
feature of Passau’s Altstadt.
budget rooms can be viewed at www.deutschepensionen.de/pension-passau.
Hotel Garni Herdegen, Bahnhofstraße 5,
tel 0851-955160, www.hotel-herdegen.de has
singles/doubles/triples from €60/90/100 (MarOct €70/120/130), with breakfast buffet €7
extra, close to the railway and bus stations and
shops and has WLAN access free in the lobby
and some rooms.
For a historic building in the old town,
Hotel Wilder Mann (tel 0851-35071, www.
wilder-mann.com), in the shadow of the tower
at Rathausplatz, has small single/double rooms
with breakfast from €70/100, royal suites from
€100/150 per person. Hotel Passauer Wolf
(tel 0851-931510, www.hotel-passauer-wolf.
de) at Untere Donaulände 4 has a range of
comfort levels with singles ranging from €62
to €122, doubles from €82 to €162, depending
on the day of the week, season, length of stay
and events. Breakfast and WLAN are included,
parking is €10. In a renovated building with
modern fitout, Art Hotel Passau (tel 085185178582, arthotel-passau.de) at Rindermarkt
9 offers doubles with shared facilities from
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€52, with private facilities from €56, three-bed
rooms with shared facilities from €64, fourbed rooms with shared facilities from €76.
Breakfast is €7.50 extra.
Budget rooms in the old town are offered at
the historic Pension zur goldenen Sonne (tel
0851-2730, www.pension-goldene-sonne.de)
at Unterer Sand 18 has doubles/triples/fourbed rooms from €60/75/120. Internet access is
available.
Across the bridge in the Innstadt is the
bike-friendly Pension Vicus (tel 0851931050, www.pension-vicus.de) at JohannBergeler-Straße 2, with single/double rooms
at €48/69, three and four-bed rooms from
€88/108 (balcony rooms €3 extra), with
kitchen facilities, parking and WLAN access.
Breakfast is €7. Take bus 3 or 4 from the ZOB
to Johann-Bergeler-Straße.
The small, budget-conscious Haus
Panorama (tel 0851-85178583, panoramapassau.de) at Angerstraße 59 below the castle,
where a little traffic noise is compensated for
by a cross-Danube view of the Altstadt, offers
doubles/triples/four-bed rooms, including
terrace and garden rooms, from €48/64/76
without breakfast (a kitchen is available).
B&B Hotel Passau (tel 0851-988440,
www.hotel-bb.com/en/hotel/passau),
about
2.5km west of the Altstadt at Danziger Straße
20, has singles/doubles from €50/59, family
rooms from €77, with free wi-fi and parking.
The breakfast buffet is €8.50. Take bus 5-7 or
K4 to Danziger Straße.
The DJH hostel Kultur-Jugendherberge
Passau (tel 0851-493780, email jhpassau@
djh-bayern.de) is in the north side of the castle
at Veste Oberhaus 125 (M-Su 7.30-22). Beds
with breakfast start at €25.90 (€29.90 for
guests 27 or older) and doubles are available.
Take the Oberhausbus shuttle bus from
Rathausplatz (see Views above) or bus K5. For
off-season or evening climbs, consider using
Ferdinand-Wagner-Straße.

